Infor ERP LN/Baan

> Pre-Audit Review

Infor are committed to helping their valued
customers remain compliant with their software
licence contracts, both in terms of licence usage
and using legally licensed code.
A special department is tasked with auditing
Infor Baan customers and maximising the
revenue opportunities that may be revealed
by non-compliance.
Neustro can help you understand your licence usage and
advise you of best practice in user management so that you
can avoid paying unnecessary and unexpected licence fees.
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Infor ERP LN/Baan
Pre-Audit Review

more > knowledge...
We help many of our customers that are Infor Baan users remain compliant with their license agreement because we understand,
in detail, how the Infor Baan application works, how the licensing demon functions and how licenses are used both by users and
internal processes.

more > experience...
Our background is not just technical and functional. We have experience as Baan users and as Directors responsible for
licencing and contracting with Infor and its predecessors over many years for a number of companies.
Some of our existing customers look to Neustro to manage the relationship with Infor so they can carry on with their core
business activities.

more > understanding...
The Infor Baan Auditing tool can sometimes highlight source code on your system that you are not licenced to use, and this
can often lead to claims of non-compliance that may have consequent actions.
Source code can find its way on to your system through a number of methods, perhaps unauthorised use by a third party
delivering modifications to your software for enhanced functionality, often in an attempt to achieve a timely go-live. Sometimes
the source code may be delivered through the implementation of a required patch. It’s not always black and white.
This is where we can help you identify the origin of the code and either remove it or provide an alternative legitimate method
of achieving the functionality you need.

more > responsive...
We know that facing an audit can be a daunting prospect which is why we’ll guide you through the process, discuss any findings,
make corrections where required and ensure your business remains within the terms of its licensing agreements, whilst minimising
exposure to unexpected costs.

less < expensive...
By using our expertise and knowledge prior to an audit we can pre-empt and prepare for the results. Being on the front foot and
understanding your position allows you to be in control of what can often be a challenging experience.
It will save you a great deal of money both in management time and in potentially unnecessary licence fees.
As with all our offerings for Infor Baan/ERP LN customers we understand the bigger picture and realise that you want to gain the
best value from the software you have already invested in.
To learn more about our Pre-Audit Review contact us for a no-obligation discussion.
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